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Cat-Nr: PAP-ONE

Pain and Punishment - Part One

Artikel info:-

Joe and Moe are chilling in the club room. They talk and listen
to cool music. After a short time Jayson and Francky appear.
Actually it should be a cozy club evening but Joe and Moe
start dissing the newbies. They start calling them pussy and
even worse insults. It is clear what will follow: blondies against
dark haired. In his last fight Jason has shown that he is a
serious fighter. In Wild Christmas 2017 he has given
everything and has shown some good moves. Today he is on
the mat against Moe. Moe, presenting himself in a very tight
black bikini slip competes against the younger but heavier
Jason. In round one Jayson lifts the much lighter Moe up in
the air and throws him back on the ground. That is the right
tactic. Followed by a tough ground fight for the best positions.
Jasyon performs quite good on the ground but does not show
his full repertory. He has to learn to use his legs much better.
Moe realizes tis weakness and exploits it right away. Moe is
thin but quite fast. When he is able to counter attack it looks
bad for his opponent. Moe puts Jayson into a headscissor
with no escape for a very long time. When he finally gets free
he is not able to assert himself against Moe who puts him into
a headlock and throws him around. Now Moe is in the flow.
He realizes that Jayson gets weaker and starts to torture him.
He really starts to punish him. Starting with muscle riding and
nipple twisting during a schoolboy pin. Ultra long head
scissors and trampling attacks. Jayson has no idea how to
react. And Moe does not take back but increases his
punishment. It gets tougher brutal and perverse. No more
details but we all know that Moe can fight himself in a rage
especially when he realizes that he is the boss. But it is not
completely one-sided. When Moe shows Jayson his back he
uses his chance and attacks from behind. Is this the chance
for Jayson to win this fight or will Moe keep on punishing him?

Play length approx 52 min.

Price :  25,90 EUR [incl. 21% VAT]

Options Pain and Punishment - Part One :

shipping method
Photo series (- 22,00 EUR ), Download HD, DVD Shipping.
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